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The Healthy PC: Preventive Care and Home Remedies for Your ComputerMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Keep Your PC Running Smoothly--Without Spending a Lot of Money!

Solve everyday PC problems, improve performance and speed, and protect yourself from malicious attacks with the helpful tips in this user-friendly guide. Easy-to-follow "recipes" show you, click-by-click, how to prevent computer catastrophes and recover completely...
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Red Hat Linux Pocket AdministratorMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Your On-the-Job Quick Reference

Carry essential Red Hat Linux administration and troubleshooting information right in your back pocket so you can handle a wide variety of tasks on-the-spot. This handy resource covers key management topics, with an emphasis on system administration, and gives you quick solutions in an easy-to-find format....
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The Seasons of Your Career : How to Master the Cycles of Career ChangeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
To everything--including career development--there is a season!

Have you recently been blindsided by an unexpected layoff? Do you wake up every Monday morning already looking forward to quitting time on Friday? Do you hear the call of a more satisfying career but are afraid and unsure of how to make the transition to it?...
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Incident Response and Computer Forensics, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Completely Updated with the Latest Techniques--Contains All-New Forensics Content and Real-World Scenarios

"An insider's look at the legal, procedural and technical steps of computer forensics and analysis." --Information Security magazine

"This book is an absolute must-read for anyone who plays a role in...
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Resumes for Communications CareersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Communications is a wide-ranging field covering everything from public relations to broadcast journalism to technical writing. Despite the diversity of options, competition for these highly coveted positions is fierce. Give yourself an edge by consulting Resumes for Communications Careers, packed with expert advice on crafting a...
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Wi-Fi Home NetworkingMcGraw-Hill, 2003
 
 For many professionals, wireless home computer networking delivers the power of corporate technology — without the hassles of corporate living, and the mobile connectivity to all of the computers throughout your home (or backyard) — without rewiring. 

 That’s why if you plan to set up a wireless...
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The New Reality of Wall StreetMcGraw-Hill, 2003
"A lively, provocative, and comprehensive economic critique and analysis of investment intended for perilous periods and likely to be of enduring value."--Lawrence A. Cunningham, Author and Professor, Boston College
"Tracing the history of investment from the South Sea Bubble to America's bubble economy of the 1990s, Don Coxe has...
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Visual C# 2005 DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The FAST and EASY way to learn VISUAL C+ 2005
 Start programming in Visual C# 2005 right away -- even if you don't have formal training, unlimited time, or a genius IQ.  In Visual C# 2005 Demystified, programming instructor Jeff Kent provides an effective, illuminating, and entertaining way to learn to use this...
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WAP: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Get unplugged for the wireless Internet revolution

Start building wireless Web applications and Web sites for the next generation of cellular telephones and Internet devices with the in-depth information contained in this volume. WAP: A Beginner's Guide is an authoritative yet easy-to-understand reference that covers every...
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Stored Procedure Programming in T-SQL & .NETMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Create and Use Stored Procedures for Optimal Database Performance
Develop complex stored procedures to retrieve, manipulate, update, and delete data. Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Stored Procedure Programming in T-SQL & .NET identifies and describes the key concepts, techniques, and best practices you need to master in...
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DVD Studio Pro 4McGraw-Hill, 2006
A private DVD authoring tutorial, from one of the world's top trainers
Bruce Nazarian, "the DVD Guy," travels the world, teaching both home users and media professionals how to make world-class DVDs, using Macintosh computers with DVD Studio Pro and the Superdrive. But now you don't have to wait for one of his...
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Wireless A to ZMcGraw-Hill, 2002
THE MOST PRECISE, CONCISE, AND AUTHORITATIVE WIRELESS REFERENCE AVAILABLE!
 

 In today’s information-rich environment, a business operating without a cogent wireless communications strategy is destined for failure. That’s why, if designing, maintaining, or upgrading wireless and mobile communications systems...
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